Due to the necessity of Critical Infrastructure (CI) Protection against different threats, several security policies must be applied among the organizations of CI. Based on our conducted study about the different constraints and requirements of the collaborative systems within CI, we reached a security solution: Tr-OrBAC. Its principle is to evaluate the trustworthiness of collaborating organizations based on relevant trust criteria aimed at enhancing collaboration decision-making. The taken decision presents the attribution of the access to the desired service based on calculated trust score which is the result of the combination of the trust criteria values. Generally, the desired services do not meet the same criticism, security requirements, sensitivity, etc. Also, the collaboration context varies from a set of collaborating organizations to another. In this sense, the importance of each trust criterion depends on the desired service and the collaboration context. In this paper, we focus on detailing the trust criteria used in our approach for collaborative system security. Then, we analyze the context variability with the trust evaluation process. In addition, we present a case study to demonstrate and illustrate the feasibility of our solution for CI protection, especially the electrical grid.
Introduction
Due to the importance of various Critical Infrastructures (CI) [1] in the development and the continuity of the country's socioeconomic activities, these infrastructures integrate information and communication technologies (Critical Information Infrastructure: CII) [2] which facilitate the performance of their activities. In addition, the revolution of new technologies, known in recent decades, has also affected these Critical Information Infrastructures; in each second, new services have appeared, resources are shared, and data are disclosed. This revolution led to the emergence and the establishment of collaborations between organizations (collaborative system) [3] in order to achieve the various operations. These latter (operations) are necessary for the proper functioning and the progress of the information systems of these organizations in particular and the CII in general. The purpose of developing collaborative systems is, therefore, to share several resources and services between organizations, if necessary, in order to carry out the operations or to delegate to an organization the task to perform an activity itself [4] .
Although this collaboration brings several benefits to Critical Information Infrastructures (the continuity of their activities, the diversity of services offered, and sharing resources), it threatens the security of collaborative systems and their constituent organizations; due to the competition between collaborating organizations, an organization that requests the access to resources and services from another organization may introduce and commit malicious activities that destroy the service provider. To address these threats, a set of security procedures must be considered including the authentication of collaborating organizations, the authorization management, and then the access control by enforcing a set of security rules that manages the access between organizations in a secure way. In the case of centralized systems (the existence of a centralized authority) [5] , the management of interorganizational access is ensured by this authority given that it is acquainted with the behavior and the activities of these organizations. Despite the fact that the centralized systems are more secure through the use of a centralized trust unit which controls the behavior of collaborating organizations, these organizations lose their autonomy and their privacy [6] , besides their collaboration decision-making [7] . In this context, the decentralized systems (peer-to-peer) become more important. In peer-topeer systems [8] , the organizations are more autonomous, and each one is responsible for managing the access to its resources in order to keep the sensitive and Critical Information and data more confidential.
However, the need to perform an essential operation in the Critical Infrastructure requires collaboration between organizations even though they do not know each other. In this sense, the organizations having malicious intentions [9] threaten the shared resources and services offered by other organizations. For this reason, each organization must evaluate the reliability of the requesting organization before assigning it the access rights to its services and resources. This evaluation is based on the requester's history in order to evaluate its behavior in past collaborations for predicting its behavior in future collaborations. In this context, we present in this paper our trust model named Tr-OrBAC [10] . It aims to secure shared services between organizations through the trust evaluation of organizations. This evaluation is made by calculating the proposed trust criteria (satisfaction, reputation, and recommendation) that are based on each dimension and characteristic of collaborative system. Depending on the collaboration context, the importance of these criteria varies from one context to another. For this reason, we use the AHP method [11] for multicriteria analysis to assign to each criterion a coefficient indicating its importance in a given context. The calculated trust score allows the service provider to make its collaboration decision and to generate the appropriate trust rules that manage the access to the requested service.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution (Tr-OrBAC) in a context of interorganization collaboration in particular, and in a Critical Infrastructure in general, we detail an example of collaboration within the electrical grid/power grid [13] .
The protection of the power grid is considered critical and essential as each CI depends on its own power grid. Besides, any malfunction of this grid leads to serious consequences and material losses as it is the case of the 2003 blackout [14] ; such a power surge in western New York and Canada caused a power outage and, consequently, a blackout in eight states of America was raised. This led to serious industry and business aftermaths (financial losses), in addition to the deterioration of the health of patients in hospitals. And the airports of the affected states were seriously disrupted by delays and cancellations of flights, besides the subways and the trains stopping.
The main cause of this disaster was due to the failure of a transmission line (for reasons of cable expansion). Therefore, the load has been redistributed on alternative lines; those relays are not equipped with overload encroachment detection, which has evoked the interruption of the other transmission lines. A second time, the redistribution was performed on the remaining lines which lead to a high load and a high power oscillation. As a result, the power grid has collapsed.
In this context, the operations and activities within the power grid are more critical and must be carried out by entities deemed reliable. To this end, we present in this paper an example of collaboration between the electrical grid organizations by dealing with the various threats and attacks that affect its information system; then, we demonstrate the application of the proposed solution.
For this purpose, we detail, in Section 2, the related works by analyzing and discussing the different existing researches that treated the presented security problem. In Section 3, we introduce the architecture of our proposed solution TrOrBAC, its global steps, and the related preliminary concepts. Then, we explain, in Section 4, our mathematical model for trust evaluation by analyzing the different used trust metrics. After this, in Section 5, we introduce a case study (electrical grid) in order to demonstrate the feasibility of our solution; (1) we present the global architecture of electrical grid, (2) we discuss the encountered security issues, and (3) we take an example of collaboration context and we apply our trust model before discussing the obtained results. At the end, in Section 6, we conclude the paper and we present our perspectives.
Related Works
The collaborative systems within Critical Infrastructures have the same characteristics as collaborative systems established in such a context. This collaboration may or may not be based on the existence of a central entity that manages the communications and the exchanges between organizations. We thus distinguish between centralized, decentralized (more particularly peer-to-peer), and hybrid [15] collaborative systems. As we mentioned in the introduction, peer-to-peer systems have advantages over centralized systems with regard to the autonomy of organizations and the confidentiality of their data and information. But, the great concern of these organizations belonging to this system focuses on the security of access to their services. This access is threatened by the existence of several attacks that affect the services and the organizations in general. In this sense, we distinguish between two categories of attacks: an access attack and a denial of service attack. The first attack is an attempt to access a service by an unauthorized collaborator (user, organization), which threatens in particular the confidentiality of information and data. This attack is also unknown as "Hijacking" [16] , while the second attack aims to make the service inaccessible to other collaborators by flooding it with a large number of requests and messages sent by the attacker [17] , which prevents the good functioning of the service. Therefore, it will be saturated and it does not accept other access requests. In this context, it was obvious that the peerto-peer systems attract many researchers' attention.
To secure peer-to-peer systems, trust management is considered the key to the success of the security. Ruohomaa and Kutvonen [18] describe trust, its origin, and some of its definitions, besides the objectives and missions of a trust management system. Mousa et al. [15] present a detailed and interesting survey that discusses the different types of trust systems, their classifications, and the definition and characteristics of each type especially for participatory sensing.
By detailing the existing works on trust management, they are classified into two categories: trust systems based on the exchange of certificates and trust systems based on the reputation and the calculation of various trust criteria. In the literature, several approaches have been interested in exchanging certificates between different entities in order to manage the trust. Winsborough and his colleagues [19] proposed a trust negotiation method based on the exchange of certificates between the user and the server. Z. Liao, H. Jin, and D. Zou proposed an approach [20] which aims to secure the exchange of certificates between the different actors. On the one hand, the certificates are hidden to increase the security level of personal data. On the other hand, the certificates have a lifetime; they are active for only one session of trust negotiation; at the end of the session, the certificates will have no effect. The same approach was used by Frikken et al. who proposed a protocol that hides the certificates and the security policies exchanged in a network, in order to ensure their security [21] .
The exchange of certificates is not the only way to ensure the trust between different entities. Using the experiences of other entities is one of the most used techniques to manage the trust. In this sense, several parameters and criteria have been proposed to secure the access between the different entities. Each entity uses these criteria to calculate a total trust score to assign to another entity and decides the provision of the requested service. These trust criteria are the subject of several research efforts; the Power Trust model [9] offers powerful mechanisms for trust management in a network that can be threatened by malicious activities. This model is based on the concept of "power nodes" which are the most reliable nodes in the network. These nodes can be replaced by other ones if they become less active. The principle is that each node can communicate with the power nodes to calculate the trust score of another node [22] based on the interactions between the different nodes of the network. In contrast, the Peer Trust model [23] uses specific factors to calculate the global trust score. Thus, it is easy to implement it, but these factors are not always delivered by trusted nodes, which increases the probability of having malicious activities. The EigenTrust model [24] calculates the global trust score quickly using the existence of trusted nodes in the network, named "pretrusted nodes". But, these nodes can leave the network which leads to reliability loss. Also, the SecTrust [25] model aims to secure the trust management based on the use of public keys. However, the parameters used to calculate the trust in this model are insufficient. The SORT model [26] presents trust evaluation algorithm that allows each entity to evaluate the reliability of another entity based on local information that indicates its old interactions and recommendations. These models, cited above, are the base of new approaches for managing the trust in peer-to-peer systems. In [27] , the authors propose a trust management model for wireless sensor networks, based on (1) Bayesian techniques for evaluating the direct trust score of an entity and (2) the entropy technique for calculating the weights attributed to each trust value. In [28] , a model based on the principle of blockchain is proposed to manage the access and to protect the personal data. Also, a model named GenTrust [29] is added to the list of the trust management models which are applicable in peer-to-peer systems.
Other models have also been proposed aiming to manage the trust between the organizations when collaboration must be established between them (establishment of the collaborative system). These models combine the principle of access control and trust evaluation; we cite Trust-OrBAC [30] , TOrBAC [31] , Multi-Trust OrBAC [32] , TBAC [33] , TrustAC [34] , Trust-Based Context-Aware Access Control [35] , Trust-Based Access Control [36] , etc.
After studying these models, we conclude that they can not be applied in a collaborative system within Critical Infrastructures; this system (in CI) is established according to a well-defined context between CI organizations [12] , which can be an emergency context, critical context, etc. And each context requires a specific trust management process. However, the models listed above manage the trust between entities in an identical way. Therefore, our strategy is to provide a dynamic trust model that takes into consideration the context of collaboration and shared services in trust management process. In this sense, the next section deals with our proposed solution, named Tr-OrBAC.
The Framework of the Tr-OrBAC
In this section, we aim to present the proposed security solution, its architecture, its several concepts, and the essential element for its construction.
Presentation and Architecture of Tr-OrBAC Framework.
Based on our research on Critical Infrastructure (CI), we studied the different requirements and needs of the collaborative systems within the CI [37] . Among these requirements, we note the following: (i) Multiorganizations: the collaborative system is characterized by the existence of several collaborating organizations; each organization has its own rules and policies for securing its resources and users. Thus, how do we create this system while respecting the different rules and policies in various organizations?
(ii) What steps must be taken into account to prevent the production of malicious activities in the collaborative system?
Regarding the importance of these requirements, we proposed a security solution [7] while taking into account the autonomy and the confidentiality of the collaborating organizations and their services. In this sense, our solution is developed in order to secure the access to the desired services of the organizations and to avoid any attacks threatening them. The principle is to allow each organization offering a service to evaluate itself the reliability of the organizations wishing to gain access to its services and to make the collaboration decision based on the relevant trust criteria. After taking the collaboration decision, the organization providing the service (service provider) generates the appropriate trust rules for the requester. Therefore, our solution does not need an authority or super organization (central entity) to manage the access between organizations; the objective is to allow each organization to be autonomous in its decision as well as in the security management of its services and its resources. Thus, our solution is based on a decentralized architecture; it consists of several steps in order to make the collaboration decision between organizations and to generate the trust rules.
Before presenting and discussing the different steps in our solution, we assume that the authentication phase of the collaborating organizations is already established and validated. Generally, in order to ensure the access to services and resources, two important levels of security must be validated: authentication and authorization management of accesses between organizations [38] . In our context, our trust model focuses only on the authorization management between organizations, respecting their confidentiality and autonomy. This authorization is presented in this paper by a model which is based on a set of trust criteria to evaluate the reliability of the requester and to generate the appropriate trust rules. Thus, we deal in principle with the authorization management aspect; we focus on the various problems encountered in the authorization management, the proposed solutions, methods, and existing techniques. This is why we considered that the authentication phase is assured [39] ; several researches and works were intended to address and discuss authentication issues. Therefore, we assume that the organizations in our system are authenticated but they do not yet have the permission to access external services. Thus, Figure 1 presents a global architecture of our solution; it is based on seven steps; it begins by sending a service access request and it ends by responding to that request and generating the appropriate trust rules.
Step 1 (access request). This step triggers the establishment of a collaborative system when a service access has been requested. In this sense, the two organizations negotiate the collaboration context.
Step 2 (collaboration context negotiation). In this step, the organizations define the context of the collaboration given that each context type requires a specific trust evaluation process as we will explain all through this paper. Therefore, we discuss three types of contexts: normal context, emergency context, and critical context.
In the case study section, we will discuss and demonstrate the feasibility of our solution in the specific context. The presentation and the implementation of the other contexts are the subject of other papers.
Step 3 (transactions history recovery from other organizations). After the determination of the collaboration context, the organization providing the service contacts other organizations which have already established the collaboration with the requester organization in order to recover the necessary information for evaluating the reliability of the requester.
Step 4 (decision-making process). After discussing the collaboration context and recovering the necessary history files, the organization providing the service evaluates the requester reliability based on its history with other organizations in order to choose the appropriate access type. In this sense, we analyze the history files according to three trust criteria; satisfaction, reputation, and recommendation, also based on the chosen collaboration context. The objective behind this analysis is to generate collaboration decision which presents one of the following access types: permission, recommendation, and prohibition.
Step 5 (collaboration decision transfer). In this step, the organization providing the service transfers the established decision to the requester in order to discover the taken decision. And then, based on this decision, the two organizations agree on the trust rules.
Step 6 (trust rules negotiation). The two organizations negotiate the trust rules to decide which user has the access to the service in order to perform an action when we mention the collaboration context and the calculated trust score. We depend on the OrBAC model to generate the trust rules of the Tr-OrBAC model.
Step 7 (access to service according to the decision). The last step presents a response to the first one and it achieves the collaboration process by giving the access to the desired service according to the established decision. Therefore, the proposed solution consists of a set of concepts, metrics, notations, data, etc. In this sense, we reserve the following parts of this section to present the necessary elements for more understanding of the functioning of our security solution.
Preliminary Concepts (Trust, Context, Service, User, Trust
Criteria, Trust Score, and Trust Rules). In the following subsection, we aim to detail several concepts used in our proposed solution and, thereby, the relation between these concepts.
(i) Trust: trust is a complex term, defined in several research areas. This concept is an important tool in human life; it facilitates the interactions and the transactions between the foreign agents that can produce malicious activities during the completion of transactions. Until today, a unified definition for trust does not exist; the definitions are provided according to the use of the trust concept and its application areas. It may be attached to risk [40] ; the level of trust is defined according to the risk that it can be produced. And it may depend on the situation [41] experienced by the actors. However, other researchers define trust as a bet on the future actions of others [42] . In our case, we define trust as a decision, taken between different collaborators based on a set of trust criteria which permit evaluating the behavior of the collaborators in future collaborations. (ii) Trust criteria: in order to build trust towards a collaborator, some criteria must be fulfilled, named trust criteria. These criteria vary according to the objective of the collaboration (the access to a service), the collaboration context, the collaborators history, etc. In our proposed solution, we rely on three trust criteria (satisfaction, reputation, and recommendation) which we will define in the next subsection. The combination of these criteria permits assigning to each requester organization a trust score indicating its reliability. (iii) Trust score and trust threshold: as we said, the trust score is calculated from the combination of the trust criteria. This score is compared to the trust threshold which is determined by the collaborators community. Based on the determined threshold, a collaborator whose trust score is calculated is considered either unreliable or reliable. Ts and Tt present, respectively, the trust score and trust threshold. (iv) Collaboration context: the context "C" is defined as any information that characterizes the situation of an entity or that specifies the concrete circumstances in which the organizations grant the permissions to different users to perform several activities [43] . In our proposed solution, the context means the circumstance in which an organization requests the service access from another organization. Possible values for context are emergency, critical, and normal; we define the following: Normal context: this context regroups all ordinary collaborations which can be defined by access to some files or directories in order to perform ordinary activities like consultation, reading, writing, checking, etc. Emergency context: this context presents most emergency situations which require the collaboration between organizations and the intervention of other actors to perform some emergency activities (the load shedding in the power grid, the coverage of an area for a surprise event in the case of telecom operators, and the provision of a Microgrid with the energy necessary for its operation in case of failure (smart grid)). Critical (sensitive) context: when the resource or the service contains sensitive data and information such as the personal information about the users and the organizations in general, the context is considered critical. A good example of a critical context is the defense domain which is considered a very Critical Infrastructure.
Consequently, in each context, specific trust criteria are required with varying weight of importance according to context. These criteria are used to evaluate the reliability of the requester organization wishing to be granted access to a service in a specific context.
(v) Service: we define a service by "the access to Resource/Object in order to perform an Activity". Thus, each service type "S" consists of a unique couple of Resources/Objects "O" (having the same characteristics such as security level, criticism) and Activities "A" (having also the same characteristics). This service is presented as S(O,A). In this sense, we associate with each service a collaboration context; consequently, each service type determines a collaboration context. We distinguish three categories of the services according to the Objects and Activities as presented in Table 1 .
(vi) User: the user presented in our solution aims to gain access to a service in another organization for performing specific activities. This user may be an engineer, administrator, technician, director, etc. It depends on the desired service, the collaboration context, and the activities to be performed.
(vii) Trust rules: the objective of our solution is to generate the trust rules which manage the access to a service in a secure way. These rules are based on the OrBAC rules in which we add a new parameter "Ts" that indicates the trust score of the requester organization.
After presenting the different concepts used in our proposed solution and their preliminary notations, we discuss in the following section our mathematical model for calculating the trust of different collaborators in a collaborative systems.
Mathematical Model for Trust Evaluation
The trust evaluation in the proposed solution focuses on each dimension of the collaborative system:
(i) The realization of successful and completed transactions between organizations/collaborators.
(ii) The interaction between all the system collaborators (team and collaboration spirit).
(iii) The recommendation of the collaborators towards an entity for realizing a specific activity.
(iv) The determination of the collaboration context (the objective of the collaboration).
These different dimensions allow us to establish our trust model in a collaborative system. Like any trust model, the proposed model is based on three trust criteria which permit calculating a total trust score. Then, this score is compared to a trust threshold in order to take the collaboration decision and to generate the appropriate trust rules for the service access.
Trust Metrics.
As we have mentioned above, the trust evaluation in our solution is based on three trust criteria, also named trust metrics. The calculation of these criteria is based on the collaborative system aspects.
Satisfaction Criterion.
The ability to perform successful collaborations, within the collaborative system, presents one of the criteria that evaluate the reliability of an entity. An entity that accesses the resources of other entities and performs activities without malicious behavior is considered a trustworthy entity that has successfully accessed another entity. For this, we consider that any successful access is equivalent to the satisfaction of the entity providing the service. As a result, the satisfaction of a set of entities towards the behavior of an entity is expressed by the ratio of the number of successful accesses to the total number of accesses (successful and unsuccessful), taking into account the novelty of the accesses and the novelty of collaborations. In fact, the new collaborations are more important than the old ones because they contain new conditions, requirements, needs, activities, services, etc. For this reason, an attenuation function h(i) [30] must be added to the calculation of satisfaction in order to indicate the impact of time on the satisfaction evaluation.
We express the satisfaction to an entity by
• n is number of collaborations already completed.
• m is number of organizations expressing their satisfaction towards Org A in collaboration i.
Reputation Criterion.
In order to give access to a service (for an organization), the provider of this service looks for the reputation of this organization so as not to destroy the desired service. As presented in [18] , "The Reputation is defined as a perception a party creates through past actions about its intentions and norms". In our collaborative system, the reputation of an organization increases through its honest participation in the trust evaluation of other organizations and, also, through the provision of its services to any reliable requester organization if needed. In this sense, an organization is considered well reputed if it is honestly active in a collaborative system. So, we calculate the reputation of an organization by the ratio of the sum of its honest participations and the availability of its services to the total number of its collaborations as defined in (3): • This means that the recommends Org j (participant) or it gives it the access to the desired service (provider).
• In order to consider just the honest participations and the providing service, we have to add the reliability of the in the equations: ( , ).
• h (i) is the attenuation function.
• "k" is the number of collaborations in which has been a participant in the trust evaluation of an organization or a service provider and "m" is the set of organizations in collaboration i.
The objective of this criterion is to evaluate the ability and the motivation of an organization to secure the collaborative systems and to make its operation succeed by giving the access to its own services, if necessary, and by participating in the evaluation of other organizations, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to encourage the organizations to behave honestly in order to increase their reputation, and, therefore, to have access to external services.
Recommendation Criterion.
In some cases, the organizations recommend and choose one of them to perform an activity which is considered critical and sensitive; this organization must be well reputable within the collaborative system. As defined, "the recommendation is simply an attempt to communicate the reputation and reliability of a party from one community context to another" [18] . To this end, the recommendation to an organization must come from a set of organizations that are themselves deemed reliable and reputable. For this reason, we include in the calculation of the recommendation the trust score of the participating organizations in the evaluation as proposed in [36] .
The advantage of integrating the trust of the recommender's organizations is to discriminate the malicious organizations in the trust evaluation of an organization and encourage all to participate honestly in the collaborative systems.
The formula for calculating an organization's recommendation is as follows:
• m is number of participating organizations in a collaboration i.
• Ts is the trust score of .
• h(i) is an integrated attenuation function in the equation to give more importance to recent collaborations.
is satisfaction of the towards the organization .
By establishing our mathematical model for the trust evaluation, we were aware that attackers can impersonate reliable organizations in order to access the services of other organizations. It is in this context that we consider all the activities and roles of the organization that requests the access to a service, as all its historical collaborations. These roles are integrated into the presented mathematical equations (of each trust criterion).
Collaboration Context-Based Trust Evaluation Variability and the Need of the AHP Method.
The collaboration between the organizations is established within a context, called collaboration context. Each context type specifies the access to a range of services having the same characteristics and the same criticism level. Given the diversity of services which we classify as: critical, emergency, and ordinary (normal), the collaboration contexts are also classified as critical, emergency, and ordinary (normal). Each context requires a minimum level of trust to approve the reliability of the organization wishing to access the desired service based on one of the dimensions of the collaborative system. Due to the diversity of the collaboration contexts and the multitude of the collaborative system dimensions to be validated, the trust criteria previously discussed do not have the same importance value; each criterion is considered important in a specific context. For this reason, we associate with each criterion a coefficient that indicates its importance in a given context.
In order to calculate these coefficients, we rely on the AHP multicriteria analysis method [7] . The calculation of the coefficients to assign to trust criteria will be discussed in the case study.
The coefficients associated with the trust criteria (after calculating phase) will be used to calculate the total trust score of the requester organization.
Trust Score.
The definition and the calculation of the three trust criteria lead to calculating a total trust score for the requester entity by combining the calculated trust criteria. Regarding the collaboration context to access, the total trust score is based on the association of a coefficient to each criterion. Equation (7) presents our formula to calculate the total trust score:
Ts (Org, C) = * Sat + * Rep + * Rec (7) Equation (7) signifies that the total trust score of an entity/organization "Org" in a specific context "C" is the sum of the values of the calculated trust criteria; each criterion is multiplied by its importance value ( , , ) in the given context. The calculated trust score permits taking the collaboration decision and assigns to each requester entity the appropriate access according to its reliability. For this, the calculated score is compared to the trust threshold defined into the collaborative system (collaborators community) which presents a Reliability Indicator.
Reliability Indicator (Trust Threshold).
To judge that an organization is reliable, we compare its computed trust score with the threshold determined by the organizations of the collaborative system. Several studies have been interested in presenting and proposing appropriate trust threshold in their trust models; in [44, 45] , each entity decides its threshold, so it varies from one entity to another as presented in [46] . However, Huu Tran and his colleagues [47] propose to modify the trust threshold to share a file according to its quality and sensitivity. While other researchers adopt the trust score of an entity as a trust threshold, this entity is considered a super peer in its network [48] . Other researchers [22, [49] [50] [51] have set the trust threshold in their models at 0.5, while Leligou et al. [52] propose a dynamic trust threshold which depends on the application of the trust model in a specific domain, in order to guarantee a high security and excellent performance.
Regarding our model, since the trust evaluation is dynamic and it depends on the collaboration context between organizations, therefore the trust threshold is also contextdependent; some contexts (e.g., critical) require a high security level and, consequently, the trust threshold must be high in order to give access, only, to the organizations deemed to be completely reliable.
For a simple and understandable reading of our mathematical model, the Notations section lists the used notations and their description.
After we have presented and detailed our mathematical model, we discuss in the next section its implementation in a specific collaboration context in the electrical grid in order to demonstrate its feasibility.
Case Study: Experiments and Results
In order to illustrate the feasibility of our solution, we present in this section the electrical grid as a Critical Infrastructure; more particularly, we detail the integration of our solution in a collaborative system within the electrical grid. This section focuses on this issue in order (1) to present the electrical grid architecture, (2) to discuss the different attacks which threaten the presented architecture, and then (3) to apply our proposed solution in the studied collaboration context. [53] are defined by a set of organizations, equipment, and information systems. These elements are interconnected to provide a set of services and missions necessary for the proper functioning of the vital organs of the state. With the development of information and communication technologies, these CI are based in the collaboration between their organizations in order to make them more productive, which contributes to the development and the continuity of the socioeconomic activities of the countries. This interorganization collaboration appears in the functioning of the physical entities as well as in the logical entities and the information systems of these infrastructures. Among these Critical Infrastructures that require the collaboration, we mention the power grid, transportation network, the banking system, etc.
Introduction. The Critical Infrastructures
Given its importance and its strong dependence on other Critical Infrastructures [37] , the electrical grid is one of the infrastructures that attracted the importance of the state by launching research programs and projects; their goal is to make the different operations within the electrical grid succeed in the transmission and the distribution of electricity to the end users without any excessive consumption of this wealth. To achieve this objective, the electrical grid is divided into three major organizations that are equipped with a control system in order to manage the transmission and the distribution of electrical energy.
Presentation of the Electrical Grid
Architecture. The electrical grid consists of several organizations; each category has an important role in ensuring the continuity and the success of the electrical grid and reaching the objective behind its creation which is the distribution of the electricity to each human being, materiel, and organism. Generally, the electrical grid contains three types of organization: distribution, transmission, and generator as presented in Figure 2 which is reproduced from " Figure 2 " in our preview work [7] . The electrical grid organizations are associated with one authority in the electrical grid. (ii) Transmission Organization. It is responsible for transforming the electricity to different voltages and for transmitting it to the distribution organizations. It is managed by Transmission System Operator and contains different substations monitored by National Control Center (NCC) and Regional Control Centers (RCC).
(iii) Distribution Organization. It is responsible for distributing the electricity to the end users. It is managed by the Distribution System Operator and it contains different substations monitored by Area Control Center (ACC).
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In addition to these categories of organizations, an "Electrical Grid Authority" is presented; it has a control over the various organizations in order to coordinate between them.
Each organization has its own information system, its applications, and its own security policies, resources, services, history files, databases, and administrators who manage all these organization components as shown in Figure 2 .
Due to the diversity of the electrical grid components and organizations, it is obvious that some security issues may be raised.
Security Issues in the Electrical
Grid. The electrical grid is an indispensable infrastructure that aims to facilitate human life in general and satisfy their different needs. The electrical grid is considered as one of the sensitive parts of the State System in view of its important roles such as the distribution of the electricity to each individual or collective end user.
To achieve this goal, some transactions and collaborations are required between different electrical grid organizations. The aim of the collaboration is to share the required resources and services between organizations in order to successfully implement several operations in the electrical grid. For this reason, an organization needs access to the services of other organizations in order to perpetuate the electric chain which starts from the generation of electricity until its distribution to the end users. Focusing on the security aspects, access to services has some limits; the organization must disclose their personal information and data to allow them the access to the desired service. Also, the service may be accessed by some organization which intends to commit malicious activities (by their users).
We are therefore faced with a major challenge encountered in the electrical grid: it is the security of the services access. In this context, how can we ensure a proper management of electrical systems? And how can we protect the personal data and respect the organization privacy? Also, how can we protect the accessible services against any malicious activities?
To answer these questions, we will introduce an example of collaboration between two electrical organizations in order to illustrate the application of our solution.
Interorganization Collaboration Context in the Electrical
Grid. In order to make the different operations within the electrical grid successful, such as the transmission and the distribution of the power energy to the end users (homes, companies, industries, etc.) and in order to intervene in the case of the electric outage and the failure of several components, a collaborative system is established between different organizations of the electrical grid whose objective is to operate the electrical system in a secure and successful way. In this sense, we deal with, in this section, an example of the collaboration between the electrical organizations, specially the transmission and the distribution organizations. Actually, the choice of this collaboration example is not incidental; the operations carried out between these two organizations are critical and any failure can lead to serious consequences in the electrical grid.
In [12] , a very detailed description of the electrical network along with the functioning of each of its organizations has been given. Also, an example of collaboration between the organizations was discussed. In this sense, we rely on this example in order to implement our solution. Figure 3 displays the communications between the transmission and distribution organizations, in which we explore the example of collaboration to be treated while making some assumptions, necessary for the implementation of our security solution for the protection of the electrical grid.
We distinguish four categories of organizations and in each category there is a set of organizations having the same characteristics and performing the same activities and operations.
(i) TS CC: Transmission System Control Centers, which are managed by the TSO (Transmission System Operator); (ii) TS SS: Transmission System Substation; (iii) DS CC: Distribution System Control Centers, which are managed by the Distribution System Operator (DSO); (iv) DS SS: Distribution System Substation.
As [12] has shown, in order to protect the electrical grid for ensuring the continuity of its activities, a set of notification messages is exchanged between the four organizations. In the normal case, the Distribution System Substations (DS SSs) and the Transmission System Substations (TS SSs) send messages and signals containing power voltage and frequency information to the Transmission System Control Center (TS CC). The role of the latter, TS CC, is to control the electrical power system. When the TS CC detects that there is an overload in the power lines, it declares an emergency situation; therefore a set of DS SSs must intervene for an electrical load shedding. This operation must not disturb the distribution of the electricity to the end users. For this, the TS CC contacts DS SSs belonging to the emergency plan. Once the TS CC has determined the DS SS of the emergency plan, the load shedding will be activated. The principle of this operation is that a user (an engineer) of a TS SS activates the load shedding in the DS SSs. Due to human being and the competition between the different organizations, the access to the service (load shedding) may lead to serious consequences in the electrical grid instead of solving the problem. In this sense, the access to the service must be controlled by a set of trust rules.
In order to determine the type of access and the appropriate trust rules, an evaluation of the TS SS (which will be access to service) reliability is essential based on its history and behavior during its old accesses and collaborations with other organizations. Thus, by applying the trust evaluation, the DS SS makes the collaboration decision itself and it becomes more autonomous to generate and apply its security policies in order to protect its services and resources. Consequently, the organizations in our trust model are not based on the super organization (authority) for managing the access among them.
After we have depicted the electrical grid architecture and the collaboration scenario between its organizations in the emergency context, we focus in the next parts on exploring the implementation of our solution in the mentioned context and on demonstrating its feasibility. More particularly, we focus on evaluating the reliability of the TS SS organization which will be responsible for activating the load shedding in the DS SS organization for the emergency context.
Experiment Environment.
In order to generate the trust rules that reflect the reliability of TS SS organization and to manage its access to the DS SS resources, an authentication step is essential before evaluating the trust and managing the authorization. Generally, the access control consists of authentication and authorization management [54] ; thus, we assume that the organizations are well authenticated and we focus on authorization management which is based on the trust evaluation of organizations. This evaluation allows or denies the access between the organizations.
In order to evaluate the reliability of the organization (TS SS) which will delegate its user to access the service of the DS SS organization to activate the load shedding, we present the following simulation environment.
The DS SS organization retrieves the history of TS SS in order to evaluate its reliability and assign it an access type. Table 2 shows an extract of collaborations history of the TS SS organization with the power grid organizations. Due to the lack of real data (actually) of the collaborations within the power grid, we rely on dataset, generated randomly. In fact, the collaboration between organizations is conditioned by the exchange of a great deal of information and data that makes it possible to evaluate the reliability of collaborating organizations. Given the criticality and importance of this data, it is essential to protect them against all attacks and threats by securing the communication and exchanges protocols between the collaborative system organizations. This issue enters into the security of the network layer.
Our objective is initially the security of access to services which is the security of the application layers. For this reason, we have not dealt with the case where the exchanges between the organizations are attacked over the network. Also, this point will be treated in our future works.
In the collaborations history, the TS SS organization had one of the following roles: Service Provider, Service Requestor, or Participant in the evaluation of another organization. So, as explained in our mathematical model, we take into consideration the played roles of organization to evaluate its reliability. Besides the role, the trust criteria scores (satisfaction, reputation, and recommendation) are also recorded for each collaboration.
The layout of the scene is as follows:
(i) We assume that the TS SS organization has already participated in 100 collaborations. In 80 collaborations, the TS SS has been a Service Requestor, and, in 20 collaborations, it was a participant or a provider. Thus, n = 80 and k = 20.
(ii) TS SS has requested the access to the services of other organizations in 80 collaborations and it has achieved 70 successful collaborations.
(iii) In the case when the TS SS was a participant in the evaluation of an organization, it participated honestly in 9 collaborations and it gave the access to its services just in two collaborations.
Besides, during its collaborations with other organizations, the TS SS organization has been recommended by six organizations to carry out activities within the power grid. We calculated the trust score of these organizations, namely, , , , , , and (Table 3) . Among these organizations, four of them expressed their satisfaction towards the organization TS SS.
After the determination of the different trust criteria parameters, the coefficients associated with each criterion must be determined. Each coefficient indicates the importance of each criterion in the studied context, that is, an emergency context which signifies the activation of load shedding in the DS SS organization.
The objective behind the use of the AHP method in our solution is to assign to each criterion and each access type a coefficient which indicates its importance compared to others. In our trust model, we calculate three trust criteria: satisfaction, reputation, and recommendation, in order to choose one of the three access types: permission, recommendation, and prohibition. In this context, we reserve the next subsection to discussing the obtained results by applying our trust model Tr-OrBAC.
Results and Discussion.
By analyzing the emergency context as described in this paper, the two organizations TS SS and DS SS must agree to activate the load shedding in the real time: the TS SS activates the load shedding in the DS SS. In this sense, the most important thing is that the chosen TS SS to perform the activity has the habit of performing this type of operations, especially in the emergency context. That is why the satisfaction criterion is more important than other criteria seen as it presents the success of this collaboration type.
Regarding the choice of the appropriate access type, the objective of the collaboration in the emergency context is to permit the TS SS to activate the load shedding. In this sense, the permission access type is more important than the other access types. Based on the analysis of the collaboration scenario, as well as the example of application of the AHP method in [7] , we calculate the coefficients associated with the criteria as follows:
Consequently, we calculate the three trust criteria:
Then the total trust score is Ts= 0.62 * 0.875+0.078 * 0.55+ 0.3 * 0.61= 0.76>Tt.
The calculated score must be compared to trust threshold in order to determine the access type to the requester and to generate the appropriate trust rules. Looking at the context of collaboration, that is, emergency, it does not rely heavily on critical data but rather a critical and urgent activity, which requires a moderately important trust score. In this case, we set the trust threshold in 0.7. Compared to the trust threshold, the total trust score calculated is acceptable. Then the TS SS organization is reliable and it is permitted to access the DS SS organization in order to activate the load shedding. This access will be done by a user (an engineer) of the TS SS organization. If this user commits malicious behavior, the TS SS will be punished and then its trust score will decrease.
We concluded that the TS SS organization has an acceptable trust score that allows it the access to the service (load shedding activation). By analyzing the results obtained for each criterion, the TS SS organization has an acceptable trust scores for all the criteria (satisfaction, reputation, and recommendation). Therefore, the different roles that an organization can play in the collaborative system (requester, participant, and provider) help to increase its reliability among other organizations in the system as shown by the results of this simulation.
However, regarding the recommendation criterion, we have an organization (organization D) that has a lower trust score but it is satisfied with the collaboration with the TS SS organization and it recommended it. This contradiction leads us to thoroughly analyze the recommendations of other organizations to avoid false recommendations and incomplete (erroneous) satisfactions. This discussion will be the subject of another article.
In order to improve the efficiency of our trust model, we establish a comparative study between our model and the existing works, namely, TOrBAC, Multi-Trust OrBAC, Trust-OrBAC, and TrustBAC, which combine the trust management and the access control. In [55] , we have studied, theoretically, if these models meet the requirements of collaborative systems. However, none of the cited models takes into consideration all the discussed requirements and constraints. In our future works, we will compare the obtained simulation results with the others from established frameworks.
Conclusion and Perspectives
Through this article, a new trust model for collaborative systems within Critical Infrastructure is presented, in which an organization controls the access to its services by managing and evaluating the trustworthiness of the requester organization in a specific collaboration context. The proposed evaluation is based on the old collaborations of the requester in order to predict its behavior in future collaboration. Besides, the result of this evaluation is a set of trust rules which indicate the reliability of the requester and justify the assigned access type. For this aim, a mathematical model for trust evaluation was proposed; it is based on three trust criteria (satisfaction, reputation, and recommendation). As the collaboration between organizations is established in a specific context, it is obvious that the trust evaluation process varies from one context to another. In this sense, to each trust criteria value a coefficient (importance value) is added that changes according to the studied collaboration context. These coefficients are calculated based on the AHP method.
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed trust model Tr-OrBAC and to illustrate its implementation, a case study was integrated in this paper. The power grid is considered the most important Critical Infrastructure and each CI depends on its power grid for ensuring its functioning. That is why we have detailed a collaboration scenario between the electrical grid organizations in order to implement our trust model, more particularly, in an emergency context between the transmission and distribution organizations. The results and the discussion show that our trust model is applicable in the studied context in the electrical grid.
Therefore, this paper gives an overview on our trust model and its implementation in the power grid as a Critical Infrastructure. However, our work in this paper is limited in the illustration of the implementation of our trust model in the emergency context, while the other contexts are not covered in this paper. Also, the data (dataset), used to establish the trust evaluation, are generated randomly due to the lack of real data concerning collaborations between the organizations of the power grid. In addition, when the number of collaborations and recorded information increases, it becomes difficult to rely on these data for the trust evaluation (complicated tasks). Besides, our trust model aims to consider all of the roles played by organizations for evaluating their reliability in order to encourage them to behave and participate honestly in collaborative systems. Nevertheless, we did not discuss how to punish an organization if it commits a malicious action.
These limitations have prompted us to establish a plan for our future works. Firstly, we will discuss the implementation of the other collaborations contexts as well as a comparison of the results obtained of each context being established. Secondly, we aim to collect real data for the simulation part and we rely on the machine learning algorithms for processing and analyzing the collected data. Thirdly, we will discuss and simulate in our future papers how an organization that participates in the evaluation of the reliability of other organizations and one which offers its services increases its trust score and, consequently, it increases its reliability in the collaborative system. Also, we will treat the feasibility of applying our trust model in other CI as banking and telecommunications systems (collaboration between telecom operators).
Notations in the Proposed Trust Model
Ts:
Trust score Tt:
Trust threshold C:
Collaboration context S(O,A): A Service "S" defined by an Activity "A" performed on an Object "O" n:
Number of collaborations carried out m:
Number of organizations expressing their satisfaction towards an organization A k:
Number of collaborations where has been a participant in the trust evaluation of an organization or a service provider 
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